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1. INTRODUCTION 
Weakly inverse semigroups have been studied by Srinivasan [8]. In [6] an 
alternative definition of weakly inverse semigroups is given and the notion of 
natural partial ordering is introduced. In (61 Clifford’s result (3, Theorem 
8.44) has been extended to a special class of weakly inverse semigroups. The 
converse of the above result for bisimple inverse semigroups with identity 
has been proved in [7] and this is further generalized in [4]. One open 
question is whether bisimple weakly inverse semigroups with partial iden- 
tities (Sect. 4) can be described in terms of its 95class of partial identities. 
This question is answered in the present paper. It is shown that a bisimple 
weakly inverse semigroup S with partial identities can be represented by 
ordered pairs of [(R * x R) U (R” X R”)], t, where R is the .%class of 
partial identities, R* C_ R, R” is a well-defined 2-class of the inverse 
subsemigroup of S. and r is an equivalence relation on R * x R u RN x R “~ 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS. NATURAL PARTIAL ORDERING 
Let S be a semigroup. An idempotent e in S is called a principal idem- 
potent if for any idempotent f in S, fef = fe. An element ci in a semigroup S 
is called a principal element if there exists an inverse u’ of a such that aa’ is 
a principal idempotent. It can be shown [6] that these two definitions are 
consistent. An inverse a’ of a is a principal inverse of a if a’a is a principal 
idempotent. Following [8] and [ 11, a semigroup S is called weakly inverse if 
for every a E S the set E, of principal inverses is non-null and for all ce, 
b E s, 
(i) E,, L E,E, and 
(ii) E,= E, =z- a = b. 
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From [8] we have the following 
LEMMA 2.1. If S is a weakly inverse semigroup, then 
(i) the principal idempotents form a subsemigroup; 
(ii) for each a E S, E,a consists of a single principal idempotent e, ; 
(iii) every principal left ideal has a unique principal idempotent 
generator; 
(iv) the set I of principal elements in S constitutes an inverse 
subsemigroup of S; 
(v> an element a E S is a principal element if and only if it has a 
unique principal inverse; 
(vi) for all a, b E S, E,, = EBE, , where 
Ei = (b’ E E,: e,bb’ = e,bb’e,]. 
Remark 1. We denote a principal inverse of a ES by a’, ai a.. and the 
unique principal inverse of a’ E E, by a”. We denote the unique principal 
inverse of any principal element a by a’. 
Let X be a set. By a partial transformation a ] Y, we mean a map a from a 
subset Y of X onto another subset Ya of X. We emphasize that a is, in 
general, many-one. Let T(X) be the set of all partial transformations of X 
including the null transformation which is the mapping of the null subset 
onto itself. We introduce a multiplication in T(X) as follows: Let a ( Y, 
/3] ZE T(X). If Yank= Cl, define a/3=0. Otherwise let 
W= (YaflZ)a-’ = {x E Y: xa E Ya f7 Z} be the total original of the set 
Ya n Z by the mapping a. Then define ap ] W as the iterate of a / W and 
/3 ( Wa in the usual sense. Thus a/I is a partial transformation of X. It can be 
shown [8] that T(X) is a weakly inverse semigroup and this is called the 
symmetric inverse semigroup on X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every weak& inverse semigroup S can be isomorphically 
embedded in the symmetric weakly inverse semigroup T(S) of all partial 
transformations of S in such a way that an element in S is a principal 
element if and only if its image under the isomorphism is a principal element 
in S. In particular, the set of principal inverses of any element in S is 
mapped by the isomorphism onto the set of principal inverses of the 
corresponding elements in T(S). 
For proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 the reader is referred to [S]. 
We recall from [6] a few lemmas and theorems. For proofs of all these the 
reader is referred to [6]. 
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THEOREM 2.2. A regular semigroup S is weakly inverse if and only if 
there is a commutative subsemigroup E of idempotents ~j’ S with the 
properties that for anjl a E S, the set C, of inverses a’ of a~for which a’a ?Z E 
is non-empty and also 
ccib 5 cbc, and C,=C,+a=b for all a. b e S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a weak& inverse semigroup and let a, b E S such 
that b is a principal element, and b’ its unique principal incerse. Then 
b’a’ f E,, for all a’ E E,. 
Prou$ Let a’ E E,. Since principal idempotents commute, a’abb’a’a = 
a’aa’abb’ = a’obb’. Thus b’ E Eg whence the resuh follows from Lem- 
ma 2. I (vi j. 
bMMA 2.3. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and let a E S. Ij 
a’ E E,, then a”’ = a’, the unique inverse of a”. 
Pro@ This result follows directly from 2.1.(v). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a weaklbl inverse semigroup and let a G? S. If a;. 
a$EE,, then a;ar = a;aE = a;a = a;a. 
ProoJ afa= a;a[a;a==a;aaiay=a;aF. since the principal idem- 
potent3 a;a and apay = ai a;, by Lemma 2.1(i), commute. Similarly, 
a;a=a;ac. But {a;a}= (aia} =E,a by LemmaZ.l(iif whence we ger 
aiay=a;a;=a;a=aia. 
COROLLARY. If a E S, and e = e’ E S such that ae = a. then a”e = a,‘. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4., a”e = a”a’a”e = a”a’ae = a”a’a = a”a’a” = an. 
We introduce now the natural partial order on a weakly inverse 
semigroup, We recall from 1.61, the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and let a and b be 
elements of S. Let I be the inverse subsemigroup of principal elements ojS. 
The Jollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i> E,b= @,I; 
(ii j for every a’ E E, , there exists b’ E E, such that a’ < b’ in I, 
It follows from the above that the relation < on the weakly inverse 
semigroup S which is defined by a <b if and only if a and b satisfy the 
equivalent conditions in Lemma 2.5, must be a partial order on S which is 
compatible with the multiplication. We shall call this partial order the 
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natural partial order on the weakly inverse semigroup S. The natural partial 
order < induces the usual natural partial order on the inverse subsemigroup 
I. However, < does not induce the usual natural partial order on the idem- 
potents of S in the general case; indeed, if f = f2 is an idempotent of S 
which is not principal in S, then f # ef, fYef and e,<A whereas ef cannot 
be below f for the natural partial order on the set of idempotents of S. The 
natural partial order defined above will henceforth be denoted by <. 
We detail below a few results on the natural partial order. Many of the 
results in Section 4 rest heavily on these lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.6. If S is any weakly inverse semigroup, then I is an order 
ideal sf S, <. 
LEMMA 2.1. If e is a principal idempotent of the weakly inverse 
semigroup S, and a E S, then ea < a and ae < a. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let S be a weakly inverse subsemigroup of the symmetric 
weakly inverse semigroup T(X) on the set X. Let us suppose that for an?! 
a E S and for any x E dom a, there exists a principal inverse a’ of a E S 
such that xaa’ =x. Then the natural partial order on S coincides with the 
inclusion relation for partial transformations. 
For Proofs of Lemmas 2.5 to 2.8 the reader is referred to [6]. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and let a E S. If a;, 
a; both belong to E, and ai < a;, then a; = a;. 
Proof. From the definition of < in 2.2(i), ai <a; gives 
ayai = aya;. 
Hence 
a;la; =.a;a;(a;aij 
=a;(a;a;ja; 
=a;a;a;la;, by Lemma 2.4, 
= a”a’ 2 2’ 
ie., 
a:ai = aTa;. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2(i) again ai ,< a;, whence we get by hypothesis, 
a’ = a’ 1 2’ 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and let a E S. Let 
a’EE,. Thena”<a. 
Proof. This is obvious from the definition of natural partial order. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and iet a E S, 
e = e* E S such that ae = a. Then e, < e. 
Proof Since ae = a, we get, for any a’ E E,. a’ae = a’a and conse- 
quently a’ae, = a’aee, = a’ae = a’a. Since e,, a’a E I, the inverse 
subsemigroup of principal elements of S, and < induces the natural parrial 
order in I. it follows that a’a < e,. Since e, E E, and a’a E E, ,n Y this implies 
that a’a < e. i.e., e, < e. 
3. BISIMPLE WEAKLY INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
We recall the following results from [6]. For proofs, the reader is referred 
to [6]. A semigroup R is called right skew if for any s, f’. a E R, xa = ya 
implies that there exists a left identity e in R such that x = ye. 
Remark 2. If e is an idempotent in a right skew semigroup R, then it is 
a Ieft identity. 
Remark 3. If e,, e2 are two idempotents in R. then e,e, = elr so e,.9'ez. 
Let X be a set and ,u an equivalence relation on X and let 
.Y,(X)=(aG&:kera=p and (xa,ya)Ep*(x,y)E,u}. 
In the terminology of [5], -Tti(X) is the set of all p-transformations of X with 
domain X. 
THEOREM 3.1. .FU(X) is a right skew semigroup under composition qf 
binary relations and every right skew semigroup can be repr-esented~aithfull~~ 
by ,u-transformations with domain R. 
Remark 4. Actually the representation of R in the above case is the 
right regular representation. 
LEMMA 3.1. A Kveakly inverse semigroup is bisimple f and only iJj&r 
any idempotent e and any principal idempotentS of S, there exists a E S with 
right unit e and let unit f. 
LEMMA 3.2. In a weakly inverse semigroup S, an .9-class is right skew 
when it is a semigroup. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and E the set of idern- 
poterzts of ~-class R contained in the O-class D. Then R is a semigroup if 
and only iffor evecy a E D, there exists e E E such that ae = a. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S be a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup and R, an 98 
class contained in S. Then for any a, b E R, there exists c E R such that 
SanSb=Sc. 
4. BISIMPLE WEAKLY INVERSE SEMIGROUP WITH PARTIAL IDENTITIES 
We shall now introduce the notion of a system of partial identities. 
A right zero semigroup E of a weakly inverse semigroup S is called a 
system of partial identities if it satisfies the following: 
PI 1. For any non-principal element of a of S, and any e E E, ea = a. 
PI 2. The elements of E are precisely the maximal idempotents of S, 
i.e., for any f = f2 E S. there exists e E E such that f < e. 
.a 
Throughout the remainder of the section we denote a bisimple weakly 
inverse semigroup by S, the system of partial identities by E, and the .95- 
class containing E by R. 
LEMMA 4.1. To every a E S, there exists e E E such that ae = a. 
Proof. L.et f be a principal idempotent in S. Then there exists e E E such 
that f < e. Then f =ff< e’e for some e’ E E,, by Lemma 2.5, and jie’e =J: 
Therefore fe =.fe’e =J Thus for any a E S, there exists e E E such that 
a’ae = a’a for any a’ E E,, and thus ae = a. 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) ForanyaER, SanR=Ra. 
(ii) If a, b, c E R, and e,e, = e,, then Ran Rb = Rc. 
Prooj (i) R is a subsemigroup by Lemma 3.3 and 4.1, so Ra _C R C? Sa. 
Let x E R n Sa. Then x = sa for some s E S. By Lemma 4.1, there is a left 
identity e of R such that se = s. Also aa’ = e for some a’ E E,. For any 
s’ E E, one checks easily that a’s’ E E,, and saa’s’ = ss’ E R. Hence s E R 
and X= sa E Ra. Thus Ra = R n Sa. The proof of (ii) follows in the same 
way as the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Let FQ= {ea’:eEE, a’EE, and ae=a}. 
Remark 5. If a:, a” E F,, and a is non-principal element, then 
a:’ = aze for some e E E. (Lemma 4.4. infra) Then a.fa = aTea = aTa. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ea’. fa’ E FO for e, f E E. Then ea’ = fa’. 
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PVOOJ< We first note that a’ E E, and ae = @f = a. By Lemma 2.7, it is 
clear that ea’a < e. PIen 
ea’a = ea’a(a’a) = ea’afa’a? 
< efa’a. 
= fa’a. 
since af= a, 
by Lemma 2.7, 
Similarij- ive cau shop that fa’a < ea’a lvhence ,ve get ea’a = fa’a and 
this implies ea’ = fa’. 
An element a E S is called kj? invariant under E iffor some e E E. (and 
hence-for euery e E E), ea = a. It is clear that ever?’ non-principal element is 
left imaria!lt under E. 
LEMMA 4.4, If a’ E E,, a is left invariant under E and e E E. then 
a’e E E,. 
ProojI Since ea = a, we have a(a’ea) = aa’a =a and similarly 
(a’e) a(a’e) = a’e. So a’e is an inverse of a. However, (a’e)a = a’a is a prin- 
cipal idempotent, since a’ E E,. Hence a’e E E,. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let a be an element of S left inaarianr under E and suppose 
that a* E F,. Then F, = a*E. 
Proof. By definition of F,, there exist e E E and a’ E E, such that 
a*=ea’ andae=a. 
We begin by showing that a*E G F,. To this end, consider SE E. By 
Lemma 4.4, a:fE E,. and hence a*f = e(a’f) E F,. Thus a*E G I;, . 
Conversely, let a: be an element of F,. so that there exist g E E and 
a; E E,, such that ag = a and a: = gal. By Lemma 4.3. gu’ = ea’. 
Thus 
a: = gal = gaiaa! 
= ga’aa;, since ai a = a’a (Lemma 2. i.(ii)j, 
= ea’aa; 
=a*aa;. 
By assumption on S there exists a partial identity h, say, such that 
aa; < h. Since < is compatible with multiplication. 
a*=a*aa’<a*h I I\ . 
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Thus ga; = a: < a*h = ea’h = ga’h, using ga’ = ea’, again. Let a’h = a;, 
an element of E,, by Lemma 4.4. Thus 
whence. 
i.e., 
using ag = a and ai a = a;a. By Lemma 2.9, therefore 
Hence, finally using ai = ai = a’h, ai a = a’a, and ga’ = aa’, 
a: = gal = gal aa; = ga; aa; 
= gal aa’h = ga’aa’h = ga’h 
= ea’h = a”h, 
i.e., a:’ E a*E, which concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let a, b E S, which are lejl invariant under E. Then 
Fab = F,F,. 
ProojY Let a, b E S and (ab)* E FOhb. Then (ab)” = e(ab)‘, where e E E, 
Cab)’ E Fab, and (ab)e = ab. Also (ab)’ = b’a’ for some a’ E E, and some 
b’ E E,. We can choose e such that be = b in view of Lemma 4.3. We note 
that eb’a’ = eb’a’(aa’). There exists, by Lemma 4.1, g E E such that ag = a. 
By Lemma 2.11, we get a’a < e, and by Lemma 2.10, it follows that eg < g. 
Thus we get a’a < eg <g. Therefore, eb’a’ = eb’a’aa’ < eb’ga’ = eb;a’, 
where b; = b’g E E, , by Lemma 4.4. We note that a” ,< a, b; < b by 
Lemma 2.10 and therefore a”by < ab. By the definition of < we now get 
b; a’ < (ab); for some (ab; E EOb. But b’a’ = b’(a’aa’) = b’ga’ = b; a’ < 
(ab); . Since b’a’ E Eoh, it follows from Lemma 2.9, that b’a’ = (ab); = b{a’. 
Thus eb’ga’ = eb’a’. Since eb’ E Fb and ga’ E FO it follows that Fab _C Eb FQ. 
It remains to show that F,E;, c FOab, if a, b E R. For this, let a, b E R and 
let a* = ea’ EF=, where eEE such that aeEE, a’EE,, and fEE such 
that af E E and b’ E E,. 
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Then 
b*a* =f(b’ea’), 
b’ea’(ab) b’ea’ = b’e(a’a)(bb’) ea’ 
= b’ea’aea’, since bb’, e E E, 
= b’ea’aa’. since ae = a. 
= b’ea’. 
ab(b’ea’) ab = a(bb’) e(a’a)b 
= aea’ab. since bb’ E E, 
= ua’ub, since ae = a, 
= ab. 
Again 
b’ea’ab < b’eb (by Lemma 2.7) 
= b’b since eE E. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.6> it follows that b’ea’ab is a principal idempotent. 
Thus b’ea’ E E,,. Denoting it by (ab)‘. we get b*a* =f(ab)‘* ObviousI> 
abf = ab whence we get F,F, E Fab. Combining this with the earlier result 
we get F,, = F,F,. 
LEMh1.A 1.7. If a, b E H, then b’a * is a principai inverse of ab. for an?’ 
b’ E E, arzd my a * E F, . 
PTOOJ ~l’=eax,,21hereeEE,ae=aanda’EE,. Wehave 
b’a*(ab) b’a* = b’a*a(bb’) a*’ 
= b’a*aa*, since 00’ f E. 
= bla*. 
Also 
ab(b’a *) ab = a(bb’) a*ab 
= aa*ab, since bb’ E E. 
= ab. 
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and 
b’a *ab = b’ea’ab < b’eb, by Lemma 2.7, 
= b’b, since eb = b. 
By Lemma 2.6, it follows that b’a*ab is a principal idempotent. Thus 
b’a* E E,, . 
LEMMA 4.8. Let a E S and let a be left invariant under E. Let a’ E E, 
and e E E such that a’e = a’. Then a = ea”. 
ProojI We first note that 
a(a’e)a = (aa’) ea 
= (aa’)a, 
= a. 
Also 
a’eaa’e = a’(aa’e), 
= a’e. 
since ea = a, 
since ea = a, 
a’ea = a’a is a principal idempotent. Therefore a’e E E,. 
Thus we can assert that, for any element a of S left invariant under E, 
there exists a’ E E, such that a’e =a’. ale= a’ * a’ee’ = a’e’ for every 
e’ E E,. Since e E E, it follows that a’e E E,. Thus we get, for any e’ E E, 
and the fixed a’ E E, such that a’e = a’, 
E,nE, c E,, 
and therefore, 
E,,n c E,,,E, s E,. 
Now let ai E E,. Also 
a’ = a’aa’ = a’aa’ 
1 1 1 I 
< a’g, where aa;<gEE, 
< a’ee;, where g = ee; and e; E E,, 
< ale:, since a’e = a’. 
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We note that a;, a’e{ E E, and by Lemma 2.9, it fobllows that o; = 
~‘g = a’e; . Therefore we get 
E, E E,.,E, = Ee,,,E,, since fz” is principal, 
= E,,,r. 
Thus we get E,,,, E E, GE,,,,. These imply E,,,, = E,. which. in turn. 
implies ea” = a. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let a E S and let a be left invariant under E. Then a E Fa* 
ProoJ”. Let a* = fa’, where f E E such that af = a. Suppose further that 
a’e = a’ for some e E E. 
We shall first show that a” E -Ef,,. We note that 
,‘>&‘a” = a”a’a”, by Corollary of Lemma 2.4. 
_ I, 
Also fa’a”fa’ =fa’a”a’ =fa’. Again a” is a principal element. Thus 
a” E EfC,. By Lemma 4.8, we get a = ea” and clearly (fa’)e =fa’. Thus 
aEF,,=Fa*. 
LEMMA 4.10. If x E S, then x can be written in the form a’b or a*‘b, 
where a. b E R, a’ E E,, and a* E F,. Further x = a’b if and only ifs is s 
principal element. 
Proof, Let x E S. Then x = cb. where c E L,, b E R, = R, and e E E, i 1, 
Ex. 2.3, 2 1. Obviously ce = c, Let e* = ec’, where c’ E EC. 
Then 
c *c = e(c’c)e 
= e(e’e)e for any e’ E E,, since e E L,. 
= e. 
This shows that c* E R. Therefore c* is left invariant under E and by 
Lemma 4.9, c E F,, . Taking c* = a, we can write x = a$b, where a, b E R. 
Let c be principal. Then c E F,,, i.e., c is an inverse. Therefore c is a prin- 
cipal inverse of c*, i.e., c E E,. . Denoting cf by a we can write x = a’b. 
Finally, let x be principal. Then there exists b’ E E, such that ebb’ = c. 
Then cbb’c’ = cc’ for any c’ E E, and obviously b’b’ E E,,. Since .X = cb is 
principal, so is c. Conversely, let c be principal. Then there exists b’ E E, 
such that ebb’ = c. 
cb = cbb’b = cbb’b”, 
= cb”, 
by Lemma 2.4, 
which is principal. 
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The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let a, b, c, d E R. Theta a*b = c*d (some a* E F,, some 
c* E FC) if and only if a = uce. b = cd, (u, f) E Y for some u E R and fT 
e E E. 
ProoJ: Let a*b = c*d for some a* E F, and c* E FC. 
b=aa”b, since aa* E E, 
= (ac *)d 
= ud, where N = ac”:. 
There exists b * E Fb such that a*bb* = a*. Then a* = a *bb* = c*db*. 
By Lemma 4.9, a E FOv, c E FC, and b E Fb+. and therefore we get 
a = bd*ce, for some d* E F,, and e E E, by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
= udd*ce 
= me, since dd* E E. 
We note that a*bd* = c*dd* for any d* E Fd. Choosing d* such that 
c*dd* = c*, we get 
a*bd* = c*. 
Then ac* = aa*bd* = bd*, since aa* E E. Let (ac*)* E F,,, . Then, since 
c E F,* and by virtue of Lemma 4.5 and 4.6, we get 
(ac *) * ac * = ceagac *, where e, g E E. 
= cea*ac* 
= ca *ac* 
= ca*bd*, since ac* = bd” 7 
= cc*dd* 
= dd”’ 
Thus u = ac* E L,,, . Conversely, let a, b, c, d E R such that a = uce and 
b=udand(u,f)E~forsomeuERandsomef,eEE.Ifa~EF,,then 
a”‘b = (ace)* b 
= ec*u*gb for sorne~*EF~,u*EF,,gEE 
in view of Lemma 4.5 and since e E I;,. 
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But U* = iu’ for some i E E and some U’ E E,. Therefore u*b = ec*iu’uli. 
Since (~,f) E Y, we get e, = eJa Then zte,= ue, = U. Therefore, uf = ueif”= 
lies= U. Thus we can take i =f in view of Lemma 4.3. Then a”b = 
ec*iu’ua = c*ifd = c*fd = c*d, since i, f E E. 
The converse now follows. 
We shall introduce now the notion of an R-P system as defined by Reiiiy 
171. 
A right partial semigroup S is a set together with a partiai binary 
operation satisfying the following condition: 
(A) if for elements a, b. c, of S, a(bc) is defined then SO is (ab)c also 
defined and then a(bc) = (ab)c. 
We define an R-P system (R? P) to be a right partial semigroup R 
together with a subsemigroup P of R such that: 
P(1) ab is defined if and only if a E P for all a, b in R; 
P(2) R has a left identity contained in P; 
P(3) ac = bc implies a = b for all a, b E P. c E R: 
P(,4) for all a, b E R, Pa n Pb = PC for some c E R. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let e = e2 E R. For any a E R, there exists a uniqueiy 
determined a* cs F, such that aa” = e. To an]) a E R, there exists a unique0 
determined a’ E E, such that aa’ = e and to a’ there exists a unique@ 
determined principal inverse a”. Let (Re)’ = {x: x E E,, a E Re, ax = e) and 
let (Re)” be the set of principal inverses of the elements of (Re)‘. Then for ali 
a, b, c in R, Ra n b = Rc * a’(Re)’ f-3 b’(Re)’ = c’(Re)’ =z- (Re)” a” n 
(Re)” b” = (Re)” c”. where a’ E E,, b’ E E, and c’ E E, such that aa’ = 
bb’ = cc’ = e. Let R” = {x”. x E R, x’ E E,, xx’ = e). Then (R”, (Re)“) is 
an R-P system. Further R” is an .A?‘-class of I, the inverse subsemigroup qf S 
and the correspondence a --f a.” (a E R) is one-to-one. 
Proof. Let a E R. Suppose that a*, a: E Fa, such that aa* = au F = e. 
Since a E R and e E E the assumption is justified. Then. 
= aFaa*, by Remark 5, 
=aTe 
=aFaaT 
= a*: 1 - 
Thus there exists a uniquely determined a* E F, such that aa* = e. 
Now let a’, ai E E, and aa’ = aai = e. Then 
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a’ = a’aa’ 
= ai aa’ by Lemma 2.l(ii), 
=a;e 
= a; aa; 
= a;. 
Thus there exists a uniquely determined a’ E E, such that aa’ = e. Clearly 
a” is uniquely determined in view of Lemma 2.1.(v). 
In the remainder of the proof, for any a E R we mean by a’ the unique 
element in E, such that aa’ = e. 
Let a E R. Then a’ is uniquely determined and so is a”. Now let a” = b” 
for a, b E R. Then a’ = b’ and au’ = bb’ = e, 
a = aa’a = bb’a = ba’a = ba’a”, 
= bb’b” 
= bb’b, 
= b. 
by Lemma 2.4, 
by Lemma 2.4, 
Thus a --f a” (a E R) is one-to-one. 
abb’a’ab = aea’ab 
= aa’ab, 
= ab. 
since a E Re, 
Also 
b’a’abb’a’ = b’a’aea’ 
= b’a’aa’, 
= b’a’. 
since a E Re, 
Again abb’a’ = aea’ = aa’ since a E Re. Thus it follows that b’a’ E E,,. In 
our notation b’a’ = (ab)‘. Therefore we get, for any a, b, c E R, 
RanRb=Rc=>ReanReb=Rec* 
a’(Rej’ n b’(Re)’ = c’(Re)’ Z- 
(Re)” a” 71 (Re)” b” = (Re)” c”. 
For a”, b” E R”, if we define a”b” if and only if a”b” E R”, then R” is 
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clearly a partial semigroup. For u”, b” E R”, suppose that n”b” E R”. Then 
ab E R, bb’ = e, aa’ = e, and b’a’ E E,, such that abb’a’ = e. 
abb’a’ = e + aa’abb’a’a = ea 
3 aa’abb’ = a, by Lemma 2.1(G) and since ea = a, 
=c- ae = a. 
Thus a E Re and hence a” E (Re)“. Conversely, if a” E (Re)“, then 
abb’a’ = aa’ = e and therefore a”b” E R”. Thus P(1) for an R-P system is 
satisfied. Incidentally, it follows that R” is partial right semigroup. 
It is clear that (Re)” forms a semigroup and P(2) is satisfied. To show 
that P(3) is satisfied, let x”a” = y”a” for x”, 4~” E (Re)” and a” E R”, 
x”a”=~~“a”~sa=ya~x=~Iffor some fEF. x=~~j-*xxe=yfe=-~xe= 
ye * x = JJ, since x, y f Re. x = J’ > x” = 4~“. Thus P(3) is satisfied. Let a”, 
b” E RN. Then a, b E R. There exists c E R such that Ra f7 Rb = Rc. As 
observed earlier Ra n Rb = Rc 2 (Re)” u” f7 (Re)” 6” = (Re)” c”. Thus 
P(4) is satisfied. It now follows that (R”, (Re)“) is an R-P system. 
It remains to show that R” is an g-class of I. For this, let x” E R “. Then 
x” is a principal element and its principal inverse is x’, x E R and xx’ = e. 
We have. 
s’x(x’x”) x’x = x’xx’xx’x”, 
= x’xx’x” 
= x’x”. 
since principal idempotents commute, 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.l.(vi), x”x’ E E,,, = E,. So x”x’ = e’ for some 
e’cSE, and this implies x”x’ = x”x’xx’ = e’e = e,. Thus x” E .R . 
Conversely, let x E Rep. Denoting the unique principal inverse of x by x’, we 
note that by Lemma 2.2, x’e, E E,,. Also exx’e, = ee,ee = e. Therefore 
es E R, 
x’e,.w’e, = x’e,(xx’) e, 
= x’xx’e, = de,, 
ex(x’e,) ex = ee,xx’ex 
= ee,ex = ex. 
since principal idempotents commute, 
x’e,ex = x’e,x is principal. Thus x’e, E E,,. We also note that 
exx’e, = eee, = e. x = xx’x = e,(x’)’ E E,,,<. Thus? in our notation, 
x = (e-x)” whence we get Re, 5 R”. Thus we have shown that R” is an .S- 
class of 1, since by the definition of principal elements x E Rep* x E I. 
We introduce the following conventions in view of Lemma 4.12. Let e be a. 
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fixed element of E. Then, for any a in R, we denote by n: the unique prin- 
cipal inverse of a such that aa: = e. We note that for any a, b E R, there 
exists c in R such that Ran Rb = Rc. c is not, in general, uniquely deter- 
mined. But we ftx an element, say x in the P-class of R, containing c. 
x = pa = qb for some p, q E R. To make p and 4 unique we stipulate that p, 
q E Re for the fixed e E E. We denote s by a Vb. For any a:, b[ E R “, we 
can define a[ V bi such that (a V b): = al V bl and (Re)” ai n (Re)” b:’ = 
(Re)” (al V b;), in view of Lemma 4.12. We denote the elements of R by a. 
b, c ,... and these of R ’ by a:, 6:’ ..a . All these conventions are followed in 
the remainder of the section. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let a, b, c, d E R. Then a’b = c’d u a; b; = c;di for any 
a’ E E, and any c’ E E,. 
ProoJ Let a’ E E,. Then, 
a’b = a’bbi b 
= a’bblb;, 
= a: bf. 
by Lemma 2.4, 
By Lemma 4.4, a’e E E, and aa: = e. Therefore a’e = a;. Thus we get 
a’b = a: b;. Similarly c’d = c: di. The.lemma now follows. 
We note that there can be principal elements in a bisimple weakly inverse 
semigroup with partial identities, that can be written in the form a”b, with a, 
b E R. This is shown by example III in Section 5. We also note that the 
product of two non-principal elements in a bisimple weakly inverse 
semigroup with partial identities need not be non-principal. This is illustrated 
by example II of Section 5. 
Let R * = {x E R: s E I;; is non-principal}. By Lemma 4.10, it is clear that 
R * is well defined. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let I be the inaerse subsemigroup of S, e, a fixed element 
of E, (Re)” and R ‘I as deflned in Lemma 4.12. Define s on (R * x R) V 
(R” x R”) thus; (a;, bl) z(ci, d:) if and only if ai = u:c:, bi = u:di for 
some u; E H, c (Re)” and (a, b) z(c, d) if and only if a = ucf, b = ud, 
(I(, j) E 9 for some u E R and j, f E E. Then t is an equivalence relation on 
(R*xR)u(R”xR”). A lakvofcomposition on [(R*xR)U(R”XR”)]/S 
can be deJned thus: 
(i) (a:, b:) r(c:, dt)r = ( p%ai, qzdz)r , where pibc = qici = b,V ci. 
(ii) (a, b) z(c, d)t = ( pa, qd)s, Mlhere (c, d) t(cl, d), pb = qc, = b V c, 
and there exists g E E such that bg = b and c, g = c, Mjhen (pa)* is non- 
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princ@aE and (a, b) z(c, d) = (pi(a qCdi)r, where pf(be%) = qi(ce):’ = 
(be): V (02); when (pa j* is principal. 
(iii) (a, b) t(ci, dF)z = (pa, qd)s, where pb = qc = b V c when an> 
(pa>” E Fpa is non-principal and (p:(ae)L, qidi)r, where pib: = q:ci = 
b; V CC where arly (pa) * E FDa is principal. 
(iv) (a:, bi) T(C, d)z = (pia:, qzdr)t 
b; V (cf); for some f E E such that bf = b. 
when 
Proof. That r is an equivalence relation on (R * X R) U (R” X R “) is 
obvious. Also r fJ [(R ” x R) U (R ” X R “)I defines an equivalence relation 
on R” x Ii” f 1, Lemma 8.34, p. 102) and hence the first part of the lemma 
follows from Theorem 2.2 in [7]. For the remainder let (a, b). (c, d) E R X R. 
We shall first show that (a, b) r(c, d)z is non-null. Let bg = b for some g E E. 
It is clear that (cg, d) T(C, d) and so (a, b) r(c, d)r is non-null. To show that 
(a, b) r(c, d)z is uniquely defined let (a,, b,) r(a, 6) and (c, ) d,) r(c: d). Then 
a = ua,i, b = ubI: c = vcif, d = vd, for some u, zt E R and some: i. fE E. 
Let there exist p, q E Re such that pb = qc = b V c and g E E such that 
bg = b and cg = c. Also let there exist h in E such that b, h = b, and 
ci h = c1 . Since r is an equivalence relation, it is easily seen that b, = wb for 
some 1%’ E R and therefore (b, b,) E Y within R and hence Rb = fib,. 
Similarly we can show that Rch = Rc,h and hence Rb, nRc, = Rb, h ,q 
Rr, h = Rbh f? Rch = Rbh” n Rch”, where h’ E E, and hh’ = g. Also 
Rbh” n Rch” = R n Sebh,,echf, = R n ShrbfbhffhjcichT (b’ E E,. c’ E E,.) 
= R n Sh’e,e,h” 
= R n Sh’ebyCh” 
=RnS(bVc)h” 
= R n S(b V c)h 
= R(b V c)h. 
ThUS 
R(b, V c,) = R(b V c)h. 
We have, bVc=pb=qc-(bVc)h=pbh==qch+jbVc)h=pub,h= 
qvc,h 3 (b V c)h =pub, = qvc,. Also b, V c, = rnlb V c)h for some #n E R. 
There exists k E E such that (nz, k) E Y. To prove this we note that there 
exists 17 in R, such that (b V c)h = nm(b V c)h. This implies that there exists 
k E E such that Izm = k. We can choose k such that mk = ~II. There exists 
m’ E E, such that n = nmm = km’. Obviously km’ E F, and it follows that 
k = nm = (km’)m whence we get (k, m j E 9~ We can take p, = mpue E Re 
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and q1 = mqve E Re so that p1 b, = q, c, = b, V c, . We get then pla, i = 
mpuea, i = mpa. q, d, = mqved, = mqd. Thus (pa, qd) z(p, a,. q1 d,). Let 
(pa)* be principal. Then let (a, b) t(a,, b,) and (c, d) r(ci, d,). There exist U, 
~9 E R such that that ae = ua,e, b = ub,, ce = PC, e, d = vd,. We note that 
U, v can be taken in Re since for any u E R, (ue, e) E 58 and ue E Re c R. 
We get therefore, 
(ae): = @(a, e);, b; = u;(b,);, (ce); = vz(c, e):, 
Clearly be = ub, e and, therefore, (be); = u:(b, e): and similarly, since T is 
an equivalence relation, we get (ble)[ = w:(be)i for some 10: E (Re)“. Thus 
it follows that 
(Re)” (be): = (Re)” (b, e):. 
We can similarly show that (Re)” (ce): = (Re)” (c, e):. 
Thus (Re)” (be): n (Re)” (ce): = (Re)” (b, e): f7 (Re)” (c, e):, whence 
‘we get (be),V (ce): = (b, e): V (c, e):. If pl(be); = q;(ce)i = (be): V (ce),= 
(b,e)k V (c,e)i = (p&’ (b,e); = (4,); (c,e)i, taking (pl): = pi&’ and 
(4,): = 4x, it is easily verified that (a, 6) r(c, d)r is well defined. 
We shall show that (a, b) r(c;, d;)T is well defined. Let p, q E Re such that 
pb=qc=bVc. Let (pa)* E FPa be non-principal. Suppose that 
(a,, 6,) r(a, b) and (ki, j:) r(ci, d:). W e note that there exist 1.4 E R, g, ff5 E 
such that a, = uag, b, = ub and (~,f) E 9. Similarly, there exist v: E He, 
such that k; = v;c; and 1; = v;d;. These imply that k = UC and I= vd 
where L’ E R and (v, e) E 9. Therefore Rh, f? Rk = Rub ~-7 Rvc c Rb ~7 Rc. 
Similarly the reverse inequality can be shown when we get Rb, n Rk= 
Rb n Rc. Thus if p,, q, E Re and p1 b, = q, k = b, V k, then p,ub = q, UC = 
b, V k = b V c. So we can take p =p, ue, q = q1 L’e so that pb = qc = b V c. 
pa=p,ua*pag=p,uag*pag=p,a,. Also qd=q,vd=q,Z. Thus 
(pa, 44 S(P, aI y q1 1). It now follows that (a, b) r(ci, di)t is well defined. Let 
(pa)* E Fpa be principal. We shall show that the product is well defined. For 
this let (a, b) t(a, , b,) and (ci) -r(ki,Zl). There exist u’ E R. i, j E E such that 
a = wa, i, b = wb,, and (j, w) E 2’. Then ae = wa, e. Also Jve E Re and 
(hle, e) E 9. Thus we can take w E Re. Then (ae); = wi(a,e)c. Also there 
exists. u; E NC, such that c” = u”k” and d: = uil:. Now, as before, 
(Re)” b; n (Re)” cc E (Re)” (be,): n” (ie)” k:. The reverse inequality can be 
similarly proved whence we get bf V cl = (b,): V ki. Let pzb: = q:ci = 
b; V cj’ = (b,); V k:’ = (p&’ (b,); = (qJf kc. Since pi&’ = q;c; 3 
pito;( = q$uf, taking (p,); =p;@’ and (ql): = qzuz, we can show that 
(pl)f (ale): =pc(ae)i and (ql)l 1: = ql(b,)i. It now follows that (a, b) 
t(cc, di)z is well defined. It remains to show that (a:, bi) T(C, d)T is well 
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defined. Let (a;, b;) r(kl, 1:): (c, d) r(c,, d,) and h g E E such that 
bf= bg = b. Then there exists up E He0 such that ai = uzk:’ and 6:’ = a:!:(. 
-41~0 there exist rv E R, j. i E E such that c = PVC, i, $ = rr?d, and (j, I<> E 2 D 
Since 7 is an equivalence relation, the condition bi = ui!z implies I,” = ~:‘b: 
for some v; E HP0 and therefore ! = ubg. Therefore 1g = vbgg = z-bg = i’. Let 
P ;, q; E (Re)“, and pib: = qi(cf)c = b; V (cf):. pibi = qzjcf): = 
b:’ v (cf >; * p;l4;1:’ = q;(wc,, if); = b; v (cfj; = pul= ~WC, f = 0 V cf + 
put! = qwc, g = b V cf G- (pu); Z; = (qwe); (c; g); = b; ‘d (cf);. Thus 
(Re)” bk iT (Re)” (cf); G (Re)” lg n (Re)” (c, g);, The reverse inequality 
can be similarly proved whence it follows that b: V (cJ)i -_ lJ V (c, gjr. We 
now note that (a:, b:) r(c, d)t = (~:‘a:, q:di)r, where pibi = q:‘(@‘li = 
b; V (cfj; = b; V (c, g);. Let (pl); b:,’ = (4,):’ (c, g)j’ = b:’ V (c, g):. Since 
(PI):’ 0; = p;@‘k;, we get (p,): =ppuJ. Also (q,)i (C! g); = q;(Cj’);, 
(4,); (c1gE = Gwx =j (41): Cclg): = 4ZCwclifji a t.4i)i tclg)Z = 
q;(tw, f ); + q;c, g = qwc, g s- (4); (c, g); = q;(w); (ci g);. Thus (q,‘); = 
q;(nre);. We have (pl)r k; = p;uikz = pi&‘. (ql)i (d,): = q;(we): (d, j$ = 
qz(wd,)r = qk&l:. Thus we have shown that (a:. bi) r(c. djr is wel! defined. 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let a, b E R. The a*b = (a~“)* b -for an?: f&E. any 
a* E F, and any (af)” E F,. 
ProoJ We note that jjf = f and f = ff If for any f’ G Ef. Therefore 
fE F,.. Thus by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, (a/)* = fa *g, where ~a * E F, and 
g E 25. Therefore. 
(af )*b = a*gb, since fo* = a*, 
=a*gb=a*b. 
COROLLARY. Let a, b E R. Then a*b = a:b for mly a*, o: E F,. 
LEMMA 4.16. Let a E R. Zf a” E F, is principal, so is euery a: E F,. if 
ftiurther, a* = fa’. where f E E and a’ E E,, then a* = a’. 
ProoJ Let a* E F,. Then a* =fa’, where f E E such that af = a.. and 
ca’ E E,. Since a* is principal, fa’ = ai for some ai E E,. 
Thus 
fa’ = ai 3 afa’ = aa’ = aal, since nf = a. 
* a’aa’ = a’aai * a’aa’ = a;aa; 
3 a’ = a’ 1’ 
fa’ = a’ and a* = a’, 
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Now let a: E Fa. Then a? = fa; for some a; E E,, and f E E such that 
af= a. Then 
*- * a, * * -a, aa: = a aa,, by Remark 5, 
= a’aa: 
= a’afa; 
= a’aa i 
= a{aa; 
= a;. 
The lemma now follows. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let a E R and f E E. Suppose that a* E F, is principal. 
Then every (af )* E: Fnf is also principal. 
Proof. Let ae = a for some e E E. Then a” = ea’, where a’ E E,. By 
Lemma 4.6. there exists (af)* =.fa* = fea{ = ea;. Thus (af )* is principal. 
By Lemma 4.16, it is true for every (af )* E F,,-. 
LEMMA 4.18. Let a, 6, c, d E R and let (a, b) $c, d). Then (ae, b) 
rice, d), for any e E E. 
ProoJ: Since (a, b), 7(c> d), there exists u E R and f E E such that 
a= ucf and b= ud. Then ae= ucfe= uce and b = ud. This shows that 
(ae, b) z(ce, d). 
LEMMA 4.19. Let p, q E Re such that pb = qc = b V c. Then p: q = blc;. 
If further bf = b, cf = c for some f E E, then p*q = bc” for some c* E F, arzd 
anyp” E F,. 
Proof. We first note that 6, c E R and p, q E Re such that pb = qc = 
b V c. Then p =pe = pbb: = (b V c) b:. Also there exists b * E Fb such that 
b* =JbL and bf = b for some f E E. Therefore bb* = bfb: = bb: whence we 
get p = (b V c) b*. Similarly q = qe = qcc: = (b V c) c: e (b V c) c* for 
c* E F, such that cc: = ccc*. Then 
by Lemma 2.4, 
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p:q = b%(b v c); (b v c) c:’ 
= b;e,e,c;. by Lemma 4.2. 
= b;b;b,c;c,c; 
= b”c’ e P- 
Thus we have shown that p;q; = bit:. Assume further that bf= b, cf = c for 
some fE E. Then if p” E F,, 
p*q = ((b V c) b”)” (b V c) c*, where b * and c* are as defined above. 
We note that (b V c)f= b V c and therefore, if (b V c)’ E I?,,,. then 
f(b V c)’ E FbVC. Also b E F,, by Lemma4.9. Therefore we get 
((b V c) b*)* = bf(b V c)’ g for some gE E by Lemmaq 4.5 and 4,6. 
Therefore we get 
p*q = ((b V c) b”)” (b V c) c* 
=bj-(bVc)*g(bVc)c* 
= bf(b V c)’ (b V c) c*, since g E E and b V c E R, 
= bfehe,c*, by Lemma 4.2. 
= bebecc*, since $f= b, 
= bfeCc*. 
We have, cf= c and e,c * = cLcc* = c:cc:, = CL since cc; = cc*. Therefore 
p*q = bfeCc* = b(fc:) = bc”. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 5’ be a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup %.tTith 
partial identities and let z be equivalence relation as defined in Lemma 4.14. 
Then S is isomorphic to 
[(R”XR)U(R”XR”)]/S. 
Prooj We shall define p:S --t (R * x R j U (R” x R”) as follows. For any 
a, b E R, and a*’ E F, and a’ E E,, (a *b)u, = (a, b)s if a* is non-principai 
and (a’b)~ = (a;: bF)r in other cases. By Lemma 4.13. a, is well defined and 
is one-to-one. 
In what follows a, 6, c, d E R and for any x E R. we denote by I’ and x” 
arbitrary elements of E, and F,, respectively. We shall consider four cases. 
(i) Let bf= b for some fE E. Let (cf)” E E,. Then a*bc*cd = 
a*b(cf)* d by Lemma 4.15. We can choose (cf)* E E,, so that 
pb = qcf = b V c& p: E F, and p:q = b(cf >* by Lemma 4.18. 
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Let (pa)* be non-principal. Then 
a*b(cf )* d = a*pFqd 
= (pa>:‘@, where (pa):’ E F,, by Lemma 4.6, 
since p, , a E R, 
= (pa)* qd, by Lemma 4.15, 
(a *bc*dh = ((PO) * qd)v 
= (a, b) r(c, d)s, by Lemma 4.14 (ii), 
= (a*b) (o(c”d)q. 
Let (pa)* be principal. If p, be = q,ce = be V ce, then (p,): (be): = 
(q&’ (ce): = (be): V (ce):. Also 
a*bc*d = (ae)* bc*d, by Lemma 4.15, 
= (ae) * be(ce) * d, since e(ce) * = (ce) *, 
= hue?* qld, by Lemma 4.19, 
= ((P, 4’ q1 dk4 for some (p, ae},’ E ED,,@ by Lemma 4.17. 
Therefore 
KwN* c&h = ((plae)’ w% 
= ((pi’), (4C (q&’ dL% 
= (a, b) t(c, d)t 
= (a*b)q (c’d)q. 
by Lemma 4.14(ii), 
(ii) Let a? E F, such that aa: = e. Then a: = a:aaf = afbb:. Also 
let pb = qc = b V c. Then 
u:bc’d = aTbb’b”c’d” r e e e 
= a”b”c’d” I Pee 
= a: p; q%df, by Lemma 4.19, 
= a~ep~(qd)(q:,d~)(q:‘d~) 
= afep: qd 
= (pa): qd. where (pa):’ = aTepi E Epa by Lemma 4.6. 
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Therefore 
(67”bc’d)fp = ((pa):’ qd)cp 
= (Pa, qo 
= (a, b) r(cZ, d:‘)7, 
= (a*b) cp(cfdjp 
by Lemma 4.14.(iii). 
Let (pa)” be principal. Then 
(CPU)* qd)q = ((pa@ qdkh by Lemma 4.15, 
= (be? 44v for some (pae)’ E Epar by Lemma 4.17, 
= i(P):> (qaj:)Z. 
= (pi(a qidp)r 
ZZ (a, 6) r(cZ, dZ)z, by Lemma 4.14(iii), 
= (a*b) fp(c’d)$!J. 
(iii) Let pibz = qicz = b: V ci. Then 
a’bc’d = ai bb’b”c’ d” Efzc? e 
= a, b”c’ d” e e e e 
= a:, p; q:‘d;, by Lemma 4.19, 
= (&‘a;) (q;d;). 
Therefore, 
by Lemma 4.14(i), 
(iv) a’bc*d= a’bc:d for any e’, e? E Fe. By the coroliar!; of 
Lemma 4.15, take CT = (cf)* and let bf= b for some J’S .E. Then 
a’bc$d = a:, b&f):, d 
= a; bl(cfj; d; 
= a:, p; qidi, 
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where p;b; = q;(cf) = bz V (cf): in view of Lemma 4.19. Therefore, 
(a’bc*d)p = (a: p; q;d;)y, 
= (pia;, qidi)z 
= (a;, b;) ~(cy d)z, by Lemma 4.14(iv), 
= (a’b) ~~~(c*d)+x 
The theorem now follows. 
5. SPECIAL CASES 
We shall discuss below a special class of weakly inverse semigroups in 
which R * = R. 
Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup satisfying the following conditions. If 
e = e* E S and f =f2 E Z, the inverse subsemigroup of S such that efE Z, 
then e E I. Then, we have 
LEMMA 5.1. Letc=a*btuherea,bERanda*EF,.Thena*isnon- 
principal. 
ProoJ: c = a*b 5 c = fa’b, where cf = c, f E E, and a’ E E,. Then c is 
principal + fa’b is principal + fa: bcb;a; is principal *f is principal. This 
is a contradiction unless S = I. 
We shall give an example of the above-mentioned semigroup. 
I. Let N denote the set of natural numbers and No = N U {O). Let 
X,, = (Xi: i E N). Suppose that XL is a set such that X,, n Xh = 0 and there 
exists a bijective map from X,, to Xh. We denote the images of the elements 
of X0 under the bijective map by dashes. Thus Xh = (si iE NJ. Let 
Y=X,UX~. Then Uish {xi, xl} is a partition of Y. There is a 
corresponding equivalence relation on Y, which we denote by ,u and the 
partition by rfl. Define 
x= (X, - {x,}) u {xi}, for all r E N. 
Clearly X and X0 are cross sections of the partition of Y. Suppose that 
% = {Xi: i E N) and (.%) is the semigroup generated by X with respect to 
the operation “17’. For any finite Z c No, fli,, Xi consists of all but a finite 
number of elements of X0. Conversely, if A c X0 consisting of all but a finite 
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number of elements of X,, let the finite set be (xi: i E I c N}. Then clearly 
A = njG,Xi. Also let rEN” and A = niE,Xj. Then 
X,--A=((X,-{s,})U(x;)j-A 
E(X,-A)u(x;\. 
Since X, -A is finite it follows that Xr -A is finite. Conversely, let 
A s X, for some k E No and let X, - A be finite for some Y E NO. Then, X,. - 
A = ((X, -- {.x,;)U ($}) -A is finite. But ((X0 - (?c,.})V i-y;}) -A 2 (X, - 
{.u,)) -A. Thus it follows that (X0 - (x,)) -A is finite. If x, @ A, then (X, - 
ix,\)-A=(X,-Aj-{(x,.}. If x,EA, then (X,-{I”~~)-A=_X,-A. in 
either case X0 -A is finite. Thus A E (.F>. 
In ah these cases the null set q is also included as a finite set. 
Let C,(X) be a set of p-transformations [5] of Y, with domain Y and such 
that for any a E C,,(X), YU E (3). We note that by the definition of ,E 
transformation, for any c( E C,(X), X,u = Yu for any i E No. Clearly there 
exists for any u E C(X), i E NO such that X,a E Xi. 
LEMMA 5.2. C,(X) = C is a right skew semigroup. 
Proox Let u, j3 E C,(X) = C. Clearly ~$2 is a ,u-transformation with 
domain Y. We shall denote the domain and range of any a by dam(a) and 
ran(n), respectively. We shall show that Cup E C. There exists i E iv’ such 
that 
Y=xJ?cxi. (xi - Xj U )p S (Xi - (Xj Cl),U)p. 
x E (Xi - (Xiu)p)/?+ there exists u such that u E Xi, u @J ((Xia&}j3 and 
up = x. We note that up II! ((Xi u),u)/~. For, if x = up E ((X,a),u)/? there exists 
c E (X,cr),~ such that v/I = s. But .y = u/I = L;o * (u, ~1) Ep and therefore 
u E (Xiu)p which is a contradiction. Therefore u/I @ (Xi a) ,q3 = Xi u/3. Thus 
x = UP E Xi,8 - X;.Crp. Thus (Xi - Xi~fl)/? C_ Xi/? - Xi@. Let now ,Y E Xi,8 - 
Xi@ = Xi/3 - (Xiu~)/3. Then there exists u E Xi, such that x = u/I, x E X,p3 
x 6? Xi@.We shall now show that u @ (X,CY)~U. For if u E (Xi) a,~. then 
u/I E X,u/3 and this a contradiction. Then u E Xi - (Xia jp and x = u/3 E 
(Xi - (Xiaj,u)fi. Thus we get (Xi - (X,u),~),!3 = Xi -Xi@. Thus 
(Xi - X;a)fi 1 Xip - X,c@, whence we get Xip - Xi@? is a finite set. 
Therefore Xi - X,clp = (X,,dU A) - Xiq!?, where A is a finite set. (Since 
Xi-X,/?=A, is a finite set and Xip&XP) (Xi~UA)-Xju~~(Xi~-- 
Xi@) U A. This is clearly finite whence we get Xi -X,@ is tinite. Thus 
x,ap = Yelp E (X). 
We note that (Y E C is an idempotent if and only if u 5 ,u [5]. Let q, I,V. 
a E C such that cpu = vu. There exists a finite set I c No, such that ran(v) = 
n,J,, (J~I,,J’v/) E p for every y E X. Define st Y--+X; for some i E I such 
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that E G p and for every y E Y, (ye)& = yv. Then for every y E Y, yq~ = 
yv& = YI,U. This shows that IJX = v. Thus C is right skew. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let a, p E C such that ran(a) c ran@). Then there exists 
y E C such that JJ~ = a. 
Prooj By [6, Proposition 1 l] there exists an inverse p’ of ,f3 such that 
ran@‘) =X,, . Define y = a/l’. We note that /?‘p is the identity map on ran(j) 
and a/?/p = a. Thus JJ~ = a/?/I = a. We shall show that y E C. For any y, 
z E Y, ya = za * ya/3’ = zap’ 3 yap’,!J = zajl’p + ya = za. Thus a/3’ = y is a 
p-transformation. To show that ‘X,, - Yy is kite, we note that 
(& - YYlP E ((&I u VP) - (0 u YYP)IP c (Y - (YY)P>P. 
,Let x E (Y - (Yy)p),& Then there exists u E Y - YIP such that u/? = x, 
u E Y* u/3=x E Yp. We shall show that x GG Yy,@. If possible let 
x E (YJ~) ,u/?. Then there exists u E (Yj~)p such that L$ =x. But x = u/3 = ~,4 + 
(u, ~7) E ,U 3 u E (Yv),u, since u E ( Y~),u. Thus we arrive at a contradiction. 
Therefore x @ (Yy) ,I.@. Thus we get x E Yp - (Yyp),&. x E (Y - ( Y]I),u),~ * x E 
YP-(Y~~)~~~xEYP-YYyP~xEX,-YYyPforsomeX,.ButX,-Y~~~is 
a finite set and therefore it follows that X,, - YJT is finite. Thus y E C. This 
completes the proof the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let a, ,8 E C. Th en there exists y E C such that 
Ca (7 Cp = Cl?. 
ProoJ Let a, p E C and y E Can C/3. Then ran(v) C_ ran(a)f? ran@). 
Denote ran(a) f~ ran(/3) by V. Let 1’: Y + V be in C. Then there exists by 
Lemma 5.3, 6 E C such that 61~ = v. Thus Can C/3 c Cy. Conversely, let 
v E Cl!. Then ran(v) c ran(a). There exists 6 E C such that 6a = I+V. Thus 
Cy c Cu. Similarly Cl! E C/3. Thus we get Ca f7 C,f? = Cy. 
The above lemmas combine to prove 
THEOREM 5.1. C is a right skew semigroup and for any a, p E C, there 
exists y E C such that Ca n C/3 = Cy. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let C, be the right regular representation of C and 
C = (C, U Ci) the weakly inverse hull qf C [6, Section 3 1. Let I be the 
inverse subsemigroup of E. Then for 5 = l’ and r = q2 E I, &I E I + r E I. 
ProoJ Let ,u = {(x, y) E C X C: xa = ya for every a E C 1. 
Then we note that C can be represented faithfully by p-transformations 
with domain C. It is also identical with the right regular representation. Let 
r E C. Let x, < = x,. Then define r = {(x, y) E r: x # x[} U (xi, xi) U (xi, xi). 
Then clearly qa = ta. But r + v. Therefore every p-class contains more than 
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one element. Now let 5 = r2 E E and q, qz E 1. Let xi E dom(<q). Then 
(.ujy)q = xi@ = xi q. If now <q E I, it is one-to-one then ..yi,u is a singleton set 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence the lemma. 
II. We shall detail below another class of bisimple weakly inverse 
semigroups with partial identities in which the product of two non-principal 
elements is not necessarily non-principal. 
In the previous example define the bijective map from X0 to X6 by .Y: =x, 
for every Y > 3 in N and x, # XL if r E (1,2). With this we can construct as 
in the earlier example a right skew semigroup R with the property that for 
any a, /I E Ii there exists y E R such that Run R/3 = Ry. 
Let TR be the symmetric weakly inverse semigroup on R. Define 
Clearly R’ is non-null. For this, let x E R. Define a’: R -+ R by (xa) a’ = xc 
(x E R), E being a left identity of R. Since xaa’ = yaa’ =s- XE = yt: * xa = ya. 
it follows that a’ is a one-to-one map. Let R” be the set of principal inverses 
of R. Then define 
.Z=(RuR’uR”j. 
Throughout the remainder of the section we denote the elements of R, R’: 
R” by a, ,8 .. . . u’, /P ..,, and a”, /3” .. . . respectively. We use the symbols E, and 
G, to denote the set of principal inverses of a in TR and Z, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.6. For every a E Z, there exists a left identity E E R such that 
ac = a. 
Proof: Let a EC. Then a=a,a, .-. u, where a,,a,,...:a,ERU 
R ’ U R”. If CL, E R, there exists some left identity E E R such that aa = a. If 
a,, E R’, there exists /I E R such that a,, =/I’ and p/I’ E R. Clearly a,(/@‘) = 
,f?‘/3/3’ =/3’ = a,. If a, E RN there exists p E R such that u, = ,!I”. But FE = ,B 
for some left identity E of R, a,,& =p”p’/?s = /Y’/?‘p =/?“. The lemma now 
follows. 
LEMMA 5.7. 
Proof. It is obvious that (R U R’) c (R u R’ U R”). Now let a” E R’;. 
Then a E R and aa’ E R. We note that aa’a”a’ = aa’ and one can easily 
check that a”a’ is a principal inverse of aa’. Thus a”a’ E R’ and therefore 
a” = (Ia”a’)a E (R U R”). Hence the lemma. 
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THEOREM 5.2. 2 is a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup with partial 
identities. 
ProoJ We have to show that for each a, ,8 E 27, G, # 0, G,, E G,G, 
and G, = G, * a =/3. We first show how to characterize the elements of C. 
Let I = (R’ V RN). Since R’ U R” c YR? I is an invere subsemigroup of C. 
Suppose that u, p E R. Then by Lemma 5.6, we can choose ,!3’ E E, so that 
a,@’ = ct. It follows that a/3 = appP’/3” = ap” and hence RR E RI. A similar 
argument shows that IR s Z I c I. Since every element of .E is a finite 
product of R V R’ u R”, it follows that C = IV RI. 
Now, let a, p E z. If 5 E I, G, is clearly non-empty. If < = ap for some 
a E R and B E I and if a’ E E,, p’ E E, then one easily checks that 
P/a’ E E,, and so G, # q and G,G, s G,,. Also p = a&?‘a’ and so by 
Lemma 5.6, there is a left identity /1 in R such that ,uA =,u and a; E G, such 
that aa; = A. Hence y = u/@‘a’aa; = a@‘a; aa[ = Orpp’a; . Thus in T(R), 
,@a: and /?a’, and P-related principal inverses of a,$ so /3’a’ =/?a;. It 
follows that G,, 5 G, G, whence G,, = G, G, for every a E R and p E I. 
Now let <, q E z. If <, q E I it is clear that G,, c G, G,. If 5 = I$ and 
11 = ~6, where a, y E R and /3, 6 E I, then G,, = Gebvs = GaDv,ls for some y” 
and so G,, = GD,,,, G, c G,,,, G,, s G, G, G,, c G, G,. 
The other two cases C E 1, r E RI, and r E RI, q E Z may be dealt with in 
a similar fashion. Hence we get G,, c G, G, for every <, r,r E z. 
Suppose that G, = G,. If r, 11 E i, then we already know that c = r. 
Suppose that q E 1. We first show that this implies 5 is one-to-one. Let 
q=a,OforsorneaER,/3E1,since~~I. 
/G,J = 1 and so lGs] =lGoG,) = 1, so /?a’ =/3’a; for every a’, a; E G,, 
/3’ E G,. 
If ,u is a left identity in R, then there exists a’ E G, such that p = aa’ and 
it follows that a/3,8’a; = ~@?‘a; aa’ = a#?‘a’ = a/3/3’ai. Now let XC@ = ya/J 
for some x, ~9 E R. Then xa,@‘a’ = ya@‘a’. Since c&Pa _C aa’, this means 
that xaa’ = yaa’, which, in turn, implies that xa =~‘a. Then (x, JJ) E ,D. We 
shall show that x =y. We shall show that X, y @ {x,, xi, x1, x;}. If possible 
let x = x, . Clearly xi # s,. Let a’ be an inverse of a. Let ua’ = x, . Then let 
al, = {(x, ~7): (x, 4’) E a’, x # U) U {u, xi)}. Then we get ai E G, and a{ # a’. 
Let x1 u/3 be defined. Then there exists v such that @‘a’ = xi. We note that 
$‘a; = xi # xi. This implies that /?‘a; # /?a’ which is a contradiction. Thus 
x # s, . Similarly we can show that x & {xi, x2, xi} whence we get < is one- 
to-one. 
It remains to show that if G, = G, and c E 1, then r = 0. By the above we 
may write 5= up, r = yS, where a, y E R and p, 6 E I. Also we note that the 
natural partial order in T,, i.e., the inclusion relation in T(R) induces a 
partial order in ,?Y. Then, for every c’ E G,, there exists a’ E G, such that 
cc’ = a/$Pa’ c au’ E R, so Tc ~,u for some left identity p of R. Since 
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We now note that 2 satisfies conditions in Lemma 2.8, and hence the 
natural partial order of Z is equivalent to the inclusion relation 
To prove this, this is obviously true for any c E I. Let 5 E RI. Then there 
exist a E R and j3 E I such that < = ap. Let x E dom(up). Then x E dom(aj. 
For x. there exists E* = E E R such that ?CE = x, and therefore there exists 
CL’ E G, such that xaa’ = x. xap is defined and let xa@’ = X. Since /I E I, we 
get xap/l’a’ =xaa’ =x. Thus there exists ,8’a’ such that xa/@‘a’ =x. 
Clearly ,Pa E G,, whence our assertion follows. 
To show that Z has partial identities, note first that the idempotents of R 
are the left identities of R. Further they are the left identities of every element 
of RI. It remains to check that if f is an idempotent in C, then j< E for 
some left identity e E R. Clearly f = aa’ for some a E C and some a’ E G,. 
If a = By for some j3 E R, and 1’ E I then aa’ = /3yy’P’ (some 7 E G, and 
some /3’ E G,) z p/3’ E R. If a E I, then there exists a left identity p of R 
such that ua’p = aa’. Since ua’ is principal, aa’ <,u by Lemma 2.8. 
We shall now show that C is bisimple. We have already shown that 
Z = (R CI R’). We shall denote the elements of R by a, /3,.*., those of R’ by 
cl’. p.=..: and those of R” by u”, ,P,... . 
Four types of products can be formed: (i) a/I (ii) a/3’ (iii) a’/3 and (iv) 
a’p’. We shall show that every possible finite product in C is contained in 
the same Q-class. First of all if a E R, a’ E G,. a = (aa’)a E D,, , . Denote 
it by D. Consider ~$3’. Clearly a, /I E R. There exists, by virtue of 
Lemma 5.4, y E R such that ran(a) f’ ran@) = ran(y) and Ra n RP = Xy. 
e;,=e,e,,. Let (c$‘/3) E G,, ,4. Then (c$‘p)’ a/l’p = p’j?e,/?‘p = e,. Thus 
(a~‘~, y) E SC7 and a/P/I E D. Also c@‘/?(a/?‘~) = a,!l’p”a’ for some a’ E G:, i 
Thus (a/?‘, CLp’p) E 9 whence we get a/l’ ED. Consider a’p’. Obviously 
CL E R and to a’ E G, there exists /?’ E G, such that aa’ =@‘, whence 
u”a’ = p”p’. Therefore a’Y/Y, whence we get a’j3F/l’/?. Thus o ,,l3’ E D. We 
note that b.9/$3’, and therefore a’/39a’&?‘. &?’ = au{ for since a; E G, and 
so u’pj!?’ = a’aa; = aI EL,,.. We shall complete the proof by showing that 
any finite product of (R U R’j is in D. Let < E D. Then L, f’ R #= 0. Since 
11 E 15,. and {.Pjl, <a IYyal whence we get a, E R U R ‘. But ya, E D as we 
have shown earlier and &z, E D. Since any product of three elements in C 
can be expressed as ra, it follows by induction that C is bisimple. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let C = (R U R’j as defined above. Then Ihere exists non- 
principal element a, /3 E C such that up is principal. 
Proof. Denote X0 c) XA by Y. Let a = a2 E 2 and ran(a) =X0 
Let r E E such that ran(<) = X, - (x2) and any 11 E J5 such that ran(q) = 
X, - (sr}. We note that the identity maps on ran(<) and ran(r) are elements 
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of Z. Denote them by c and ?j, respectively. Then ran(cry> = ran(r) and 
dom(aq) = dam(a) - (x, , xi}. Therefore, 
[ran(T) n dom(aV)] (4 - ’ 
= [ran(On (domh) - #,,4})l@T)- 
= Y- {xl,x*,x;,x;}. 
Since al ( Y - { xi, x2? x3, x4 ] is one-to-one it follows that a<ayI is principal. 
Hence the Lemma. 
III. We also note that there are principal elements which can be 
written in the form a*b. This is shown by the following example. 
Let A be a right cancellative semigroup satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) A is totally ordered; 
(ii) for any a, b E A, a < b 3 Aa c Ab, < being the ordering relation; 
(iii) for any a EA, A = (x E A: a ,< x) (e.g.). The semigroup 
1’ = (0, 1, 2,...} of positive integers with zero is a right cancellative 
semigroup, with respect to addition, satisfying the above conditions. 
Let B be a semigroup isomorphic to A. Let q: A + B be the isomorphism. 
We shall suppose that there exists k E A such that for all 1 E 1 12 k, 1~ = I 
and la, # I in other cases. Consider now set A U B = R. We note that if a, 
b E A, or a, b E B, then ab is well defined. In other cases a binary operation 
is defined below: 
For anyaEA, bpEB, a(bq) = acpbyl and (bq)a = ba. 
It can be checked that the operation so defined is associative and hence R is 
a semigroup. We shall show that R is right skew. Let xa =~a, for x, y, 
aER. If x, J?EA or x, JJEB then obviously x=y. Let xEA andJ:EB. 
Then there exists z E A such that y = zq. We get xa = ~a + xa = (zq)a * 
xa = za 3 x = z. Therefore zq~ = xq~ = (xp)e = (x) ev, where e is the identity 
element of A. Thus R is right skew. Now let a EA. Then Ra = AaU 
Ba = Aa. If a E B, then Ra = Au U Ba = Ba. Clearly for any u, b E A, there 
exists c such that Ra n Rb = Rc. So far any a, b E B. Let a E A and b E B. 
Then 
Ra=Aa= {xEA:a<x}, 
Rb=Bb= {xEB:b<x}. 
There exists k such that for any a E A, a > k+ q = a. Let 
max(a, b) =m. If k>m, then RaURb=Rk. Otherwise RaURb=Rm. 
c 
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Thus R is a right skew semigroup and for any a, b E I?. there exists c E I? 
such that Ra n Rb = Rc. 
Now form the right regular representation of R. Denote it by A,. For 
every a E R, we denote by aP the corresponding element in R. By 
Theorem 3.1. if 
,u=((x,y)ERXR:sa=yaforeveryaER} 
then R is the representation by p-transformations with the domain R. Let 
1 E R and 4 > k. Also let la = ma for some a E R. If 1, ?n E A or 1. m E B, 
obviously 4 = m. If 2 E B and ~lt E A? then I = n? or 4, m E B, obviously i = m. 
Ef 4 E B and rz f A, then 4 = m(ecpj = rnpeq = (me)q = m. Since 4 > k, !q = i 
and this implies Cu, = G-Z which in turn implies that i = m. Thus for any I > k, 
4 is a &ass. We shall now form the weakly inverse huh of R. Let 
R’p = {a’: II E R: aa’ E Rj. Then C = (Rp U R’pj is the weakly inverse huh. 
Let u E R,LI. Let a = up, where a >, k. Let E be the identity in Rp such that 
“as = a (there exists such an element E). We note that ran cf 5 T the subset of 
R m which every element is a ,u-class. Let U’ be a principal inverse of a. 
Then dom(a’) = ran(a). Also dom(ea’) = (dam(e) c ran(a’)) F- ’ = 
ran(u) E-I c T&C’. Thus, we note ~a’ = a* E F, and ~*.a = a’~\: is a prin- 
cipal element. 
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